COUNSELOR

Once a Marine is identified as having SI or SA, the Community Counseling Center assigns a counselor to provide caring contacts.

The MIP counselors will:

�� Focus on highest risk time period
消 Make contact with Marine at days 1, 3, 7, 14, 30, 60, and 90
消 Maintain a collaborative approach with command leadership and healthcare providers
消 Use evidence-informed suicide risk assessment tools (Columbia Suicide Severity Risk Scale)
消 Create and update a Safety Plan, an evidence-informed tool

Community Counseling Program
703-614-7204

MCO 1754.14, MARINE CORPS COMMUNITY COUNSELING PROGRAM
MARADMIN 568/13, GUIDANCE FOR TRANSITION TO MARINE CORPS COMMUNITY COUNSELING PROGRAM
MARADMIN 236/14, THIRTIETH EXECUTIVE FORCE PRESERVATION BOARD RESULTS
MARADMIN 461/15, UPDATE TO MARINE CORPS MARINE INTERCEPT PROGRAM (MIP)
MARINE INTERCEPT PROGRAM (MIP)

The Marine Intercept Program (MIP) is collaboration between a Marine, the Marine’s Commander, the installation Community Counseling Program (CCP), and Headquarters Marine Corps (HQMC). MIP services are provided by installation CCPs to Marines for whom HQMC receives a Serious Incident Report (SIR) or Personnel Casualty Report (PCR) for a suicide ideation (SI) or suicide attempt (SA). MIP services use evidence-informed practices to follow up with a Marine after a SI or SA. After contact with the Marine, the CCP MIP counselor will reach back out to the command and provide updates on the Marine’s current status. The goal is to reach out with non-medical continued caring contacts along with risk assessment and safety planning.

COMMAND

The command contacts the installation CCP closest in proximity to where the Operations Event/Incident Report (OPREP-3), SIR, or PCR was submitted in response to an identified SI or SA. MIP does not duplicate, replace, or interfere with existing services. MIP is outreach NOT treatment.

Commands can provide support by:

◆ Being the point of contact to assist in tracking the Marine’s care and resources.
◆ Providing contact information if the Marine is currently receiving inpatient care, and informing CCP immediately upon discharge—this is a time of increased risk.
◆ Influencing the Marine’s engagement in services.
◆ Providing feedback and input regarding the Marine.
◆ Receiving status updates from the MIP counselor.
◆ Assisting with reintegration.
◆ Ensuring all units are familiar with MIP and the added layer of support it can provide.

MIP IS:

◆ Voluntary
◆ Caring contacts
◆ Care coordination
◆ System navigation assistance
◆ Risk assessment and safety planning

MIP IS NOT:

◆ Therapy
◆ Treatment
◆ Duplicative